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1  remarks, Jeffrey Fair

2/3 Two Sonatas for Horn  2:18/6:29  Luigi Cherubini
   Nate Lloyd, horn; Ye Zheng, piano

4  Allegro Moderato from Horn Concerto #2  5:39  Joseph Haydn
   Griffin Becker, horn; Ye Zheng, piano

5  Horn Concerto #3  15:45  Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
   Caty Barber, horn; Ye Zheng, piano

6  Horn Concerto #4  14:59  Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
   Anna Barbee, horn; Megan McElroy, piano

1  Horn-Lokk  6:40  Sigurd Berge
   Kelly Brown, horn

2  España from Traveling Impressions  4:13  Vitaly Buyanovsky
   Christine Sass, horn

3  Allegro from Horn Concerto #2  8:21  Richard Strauss
   Bradley Leavens, horn; Kay Yeh, piano

4  Movement II from Horn Quartet #1  6:01  Gina Gillie

5  La chasse from Six Quartets for Horn  2:26  Nikolay Tcherepnin
   Anna Barbee, Kelly Brown, Bradley Leavens, Christine Sass